
ANNEXURE B 

 

DUTY SHEET: ASSET CONTROLLER 

 

1. Before signing the asset record, you must be satisfied that the items noted on it 
correspond with the physical equipment.  

 
2. Ensure that your asset record is kept in a safe place and also behind the door 

of that specific location. 
 
3. If any doubt exists as to the naming of the item, you must consult the Asset 

Management Component at Head Office, seeing that this cannot be used as 
an excuse at a later stage when shortages/surpluses are identified on your 
asset record. 

 
4. You are responsible for the safekeeping of equipment under your direct 

control, (i.e. items on the asset record for which you have acknowledge 
receipt). When not in use, this equipment must be stored and arranged in a 
manner that will simplify the checking and handling thereof, and will restrict or 
eliminate the possibility of damage, exposure, deterioration and perishing and 
theft. 

 
 Please Note that you can be held responsible for any shortages encountered, 

and it is therefore in your own interest to ensure that the storage space for 
items not in use is kept locked at all times with the key in your possession only. 

 
5. Ensure the safekeeping of the key, it must never be left lying around and must 

be kept in your personal possession at all times. 
 
6. Ensure that keys are not handed to other staff members unless the asset 

record has been handed over or a sub-asset controller has been appointed. 
 
7. Where other functionaries will use equipment reflected on your asset record, 

you must ensure that proper control by means of a register (Annexure C-1 & 
C-2) is instituted so that receipt and returns can be recorded. The person to 
whom the item was issued to must personally return the item. You may be held 
responsible for any shortages/surpluses that could be discovered and which 
were not immediately reported in writing by you on the discovery thereof. 

 
8. Regularly check your inventory to ensure that all equipment corresponds with 

your asset record. Any shortages/surpluses must immediately on discovery 
thereof, be reported in writing to the Asset Manager at Head Office, who will 
assist you in the matter. 

 
9.  Apart from the periodical checking of the asset record, you are    responsible 

for the quarterly stocktaking and must submit a quarterly certificate (copy 
attached) to the Cost Centre Manager, on which you indicate that you have 
personally checked the assets and what the findings were. The completed 
quarterly certificate must be submitted to the Asset Manager at Head Office.  

 
10. The Asset Controller(s) must assist the officials at the Cost Centre in respect of: 
 

10.1 Permanent movement of assets between sections. 
 



10.2 Following up of any items that were sent for repairs and not yet 
returned. 

 
10.3 Ensure that assets temporarily used elsewhere are brought to a central 

point for stock take purposes e.g. Field Workers. 
 

10.4 Maintenance of proper record keeping of all asset movements. 
 
11. You must indicate the following in this report: 
 

11.1 Any shortages/surpluses as well as the reason thereof; 
 

11.2 Any equipment that cannot be used must be indicated as obsolete 
(outdated), damaged or redundant. 

 
12. Copies of all reports which you have submitted during your period as asset 

record controller and which could later count in your favour when a 
shortage/surplus is discovered, must be safely filed by you. 

 
13. However, before you report a shortage/surplus in writing, the following 

procedure must be adhered to: - 
 
14. Ascertain if a data error on the asset record has not been made (with 

reference to the quantity and description of equipment).  If so, take the report 
to the Asset Management for rectification. If not, the following must be done: - 

 
14.1 When a shortage has been discovered, ascertain whether the 

equipment is not in another office/division of the component. 
 

14.2 When a surplus has been discovered, ascertain whether the 
equipment does not belong to another office/section. 

 
15. When for some of other reason, you are absent from duty for a considerable 

period of time, you have been transferred/seconded to another section, and 
you can no longer exercise control over the equipment on the applicable 
asset record, you must notify the Cost Centre Manager in writing at least 7 
days before you leave/are transferred, so that another member can be 
appointed within delegated powers to take over from you.  You must file a 
copy of this report safely and should ensure that a handing over certificate 
(Z584) is completed and signed.  

 
16. You may delegate your responsibility to as many Sub-Asset Controllers as you 

deem necessary.  You can compile sub-asset records, which must 
correspond with the main asset record. You should also appoint the Sub-asset 
controllers in writing. 

 
17. Ensure that all items under your control are marked in the appropriate manner 

as instructed in the Western Cape Provincial Treasury Instructions, as well as 
the Provincial Asset Management Guidelines issued by the Provincial Treasury.  

 
18. Ensure that no transfer of items between asset records take place and without 

the written approval of the Cost Centre Manager. The Asset Manager at Head 
Office must be informed accordingly and provided with a copy of the 
movement form. A movement form is attached. 

 



19. Ensure that all the assets accounted for on the records are available for 
stocktaking purposes. 

 
20. Ensure that all locked rooms, cabinet drawers, toolboxes, etc. have been 

unlocked and subjected to asset count. 
  
21. In cases where the key to storage places cannot be provided, such a storage 

place should be unlocked with the help of a locksmith to the account of the 
person responsible for such a place. 

 
   
 
 
 
 


